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ABSTRACT
We develop time reversal spotlight synthetic aperture radar
(TR-SAR) for target focusing and ghost images removal in
SAR. Conventional SAR is not designed for imaging targets
in a rich scattering environment. In this case, ghost images
due to secondary reflections appear in the SAR images. We
show in this paper, how, from a rough estimate of the target
location obtained from a conventional SAR image and using
time reversal, TR-SAR focuses on the target with improved
resolution, and reduces or removes ghost images. Verification
with experimentally measured electromagnetic data demon-
strates the success of TR-SAR.

Index Terms- Synthetic aperture radar, imaging

1. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images a target region reflec-
tivity function in the multi-dimensional spatial domain ofrange
and cross range [1]. SAR synthesizes a large aperture radar.
The cross range resolution of the SAR is RA/D, where D
is the synthetic aperture, R is the target range, and A is the
wavelength of the measured waveform.

When imaging a target, the conventional SAR theory does
not include the effects of multiple scattering from the sur-
rounding objects in a high clutter area. In addition to the true
target image, multiple-bounce echoes caused by surrounding
scatterers produce spurious and random patterns in the formed
SAR image. We refer to these as ghost images. A common
practice to distinguish the true target from its ghost images is
leading edge detection, i.e., if the ghost image is caused by
trailing echoes, we may identify the peak that has the shortest
range as the target. However, unless we know a priori where
the scatterers are, or what their physical characteristics are, it
is difficult to distinguish the true target from the ghost images.

In this paper, we combine time reversal with synthetic
aperture radar (TR-SAR) to reduce or remove ghost patterns
and form a clean target map in a high clutter scene. Fur-
thermore, once we identify a target spot, we can examine the
shape or the size of the target with improved resolution. Time
reversal is well known for its temporal and spatial focusing
in highly cluttered environments [2, 3, 4]. Experiments have
demonstrated that time reversal produces a higher resolution
that exceeds the Rayleigh limit. We develop here methodolo-
gies and algorithms that form cleaner and higher resolution
images by time reversal than conventional SAR.
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In TR-SAR, we process the data in two steps: conven-
tional step and time reversal step. The conventional step is
conventional SAR processing and produces images that con-
tain the target as well as the ghost patterns. The time rever-
sal step focuses on the dominant patterns and provides higher
resolution. Focusing on a chosen pattern with high resolu-
tion resembles a camera zooming on a particular spot to see
the details of its structure. The details may be the size or the
shape of the target. If the focused spot has a target, we can
recognize its shape or its size. However, if the focused spot
is a ghost pattern, the details are blurred and random, and do
not resemble any particular object. Thus, we are able to dis-
tinguish the target from its ghost patterns. To further improve
the accuracy of the initial estimate of the location of a fixed
target from the conventional SAR images, we can average a
number ofSAR images taken from different look angles. Due
to the randomness of the appearance of the ghost patterns in
SAR images, the averaging enhances the intensity of the tar-
get spot while reducing the intensity of the ghost patterns.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TR-SAR

We illustrate the algorithm with a bistatic SAR. Bistatic radar
employs two sites. The target is illuminated by the trans-
mitter at one site, while the target echoes are detected and
processed by the receiver at the second site. Fig. 1 depicts
the geometry of the bistatic spotlight SAR. A moving trans-
mit antenna, denoted by the letter A, synthesizes an aperture
u C [-L, L] with total size 2L. The center of the aperture
is chosen to be the origin in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. The y-axis is along the aperture direction u. A fixed
antenna, denoted by the letter B, is at (XB, YB). The target
area is [X- Xo, Xc + XO] x [Y -Yo, Y, + Yo] and cen-
tered at (Xc, Ye). The n-th scatterer (or target) coordinates
are (X. + Xn ye + Yn)-

2.1. Time reversal data collection

The proposed bistatic time reversal SAR is as follows.
Step-1: Clutter probing In this case, the target is not

present, and we measure the clutter response. Antenna A
moves along the y-axis with coordinates (0, u), where u C
[-L, L]. It transmits a waveform P(w) with bandwidth Q.
The returned signal at antenna B is

(1)
where G,(w; rr,,) and G,(w; rB, r) are the Green's func-
tions ofthe clutter between the aperture location rt,, the ground
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S, (w, u) = P(w)G, (w; r, ru)G, (w; rB, r),
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time reversal (see, e.g., [4]). The re-transmitted signal from
antenna B back to antenna A, denoted by Z(w, u), is given by

Z(w, u) = r1(u)S* (w, u). (4)

Step-4: TR-SAR processing The received signal at an-
tenna A takes the form of

Rt+c(w, u) = Z(w, u)Gt+C(w; ru,r)Gt+C(w; r, rB). (5)

We then subtract out the clutter component

RC(w, u) = Z(w, u)GC(w; ru, r)GC(w; r, rB), (6)

which yields the residue signal
3.5

Fig. 1. Geometry of bistatic spotlight SAR in squint mode:
array A with aperture u C [-L, L] is centered at the origin,
and antenna B is at a fixed location (XB, YB). The ground
patch is centered at (Xc, Y,) (denoted by the diamond) with
its boundary indicated by the large square. The numbers indi-
cate the scatterer locations.

patch location r, and the antenna B location rB. We adopt
the spherical phase function employed in conventional SAR
theory, i.e., GC(w;;rj,r2) eIjkrr r2 Note that

G, (o; rB, r) is not a function of u. For a stationary area, it is
possible to estimate the clutter response by collecting a large
amount of samples at frequency and aperture u. Hence we
assume that S,(w, u) is known.

Step-2: Target probing The target is now present. The
target is masked by the clutter. Antenna A moves along the
same aperture path u C [-L, L] and transmits the same type
of signal P(w) as it does in Step-1. The returned signal is
recorded at antenna B

St+C(w, u) = P(w)Gt+C(w; r, ru)Gt+C(w; rB, r), (2)

where Gt+c(w; r, ru) and Gt+c(w; rB, r) are the Green's func-
tions of the target plus the clutter between the aperture at ru,
the ground patch at r, and antenna B at rB.

Step-3: Time reversal We subtract out the clutter com-

ponent
S(co, u) = St+,co, u) - S,co, u). (3)

In an ideal case, (3) performs the background subtraction, and
the signal scattered by the clutter is removed. Therefore, (3)
is the effective target response. In practice, however, clutter
can not be removed completely by simple subtraction. The
residual clutter response results in phase errors in the SAR
data. Phase error correction, for example, autofocus tech-
niques, must be employed. In this paper, we assume that the
clutter reflections can be removed via (3).

Up to now, the processing steps will be common to both
SAR and TR-SAR. For SAR, the signal S(w, u) is used to
produce conventional SAR images. For TR-SAR, the resid-
ual signal S(w, u) is time-reversed (or phase conjugated in
the frequency domain), energy normalized by tj(u), where

tj(u) = P(w) 2dw/ SS(w, u) 2dw, and re-transmitted
back to the target area. In reality, we do not need to actually
re-transmit the time reversed signal but perform mathematical

(7)
Again, the subtraction in (7) may not cancel out all the clutter
response, which may result in phase errors. The phase errors
can cause image degradation and must be corrected in sub-
sequent processing steps. We assume here that the residual
clutter response is negligible. Next, the signal (7) undergoes
TR-SAR processing to produce images as explained in the
following section.

2.2. Time reversal SAR processing

Conventional SAR performs matched filtering in both the fast
time domain (range) and the slow time domain (cross range).
In high clutter, the target response consists of the direct path
echo and the multiple bounce echoes caused by the secondary
scattering. In the development of the TR-SAR processing,
we assume that the clutter component has been subtracted
out from the measurements. In what follows, we focus on
the residue target response that contains the direct path and
the secondary paths. For simplicity, we consider a two path
model for the moment. It is straightforward to extend to the
multiple path model. For a single target located at (Xc +
Xn, Y, + Yn), we let

Rn(u) V(Xc + X (Yc + yn- u)2 +

V(Xc + n -XB)2 + (YC + Yn -YB)2
denote the distance between the aperture at (0, u), the target,
and antenna B at (XB, YB). The received signal from the
target can be written as

S(w, u) = P(W)T (e-jkR,(u) + ze-jkR,(u)) (8)

where T, is the reflectivity function of the n-th target. Rn (u)
denotes the second path caused by the scattering environment.
The parameter a represents the attenuation for the second
path relative to the direct path. The wavenumber is k = Ioc.
For a conventional SAR, the measurement in (8) undergoes
matched filtering by the reference signal

So (w, u) = P(o)e-jkRo (u) (9)

where

Ro(u) VXC2 + (Y-U)2 +

I\(XC -XB)2 + (YC-YB)2 (10)
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The compressed data after matched filtering become

S(w, U)SO* (w, U) |P(w) |2T (e-jk[Rn(u)-Ro(u)]

ae-jk[Rn(u)-Ro(u)])

We note that 0(z, u) is the focusing gain in time reversal
at frequency w and aperture u. Further inspection of (18)

+ reveals that, for a general multiple path model with echoes
Ei aie jkRn,(u ,where N is the number ofdominant paths,

(11) azi is the i-th attenuation, the gain is given by

=pCP(w) 2Tne-jk[R_(u)-Ro(u)] +

P(w)g2Tnae-jk[Rn(u)-Ro(u)]. (12)

In SAR, the first term in (12) corresponds to the target image,
while the second term corresponds to the ghost pattern.

For the time reversal SAR, the to-be-transmitted time re-
versed signal is

S (w, u) = T1(u)P*(w)T (ejkRn(U) + oa*ejkRn(U)) (13)

The returned echo is

St(J, u) =S (J, U)Tn (e jkRn(U) + e-jkRn(u)) (14)

Next, we choose one spot to focus on. From the images pro-
vided by conventional SAR, we have a rough estimate of the
target location (xn, Yn), for example, by choosing the leading
pattern, or a dominant pattern. The initial estimate of the tar-
get location can also be obtained by searching along the range
of the image and identifying the leading spot that exceeds a
threshold. Thus, we calculate the target distance Rn (u) as

Rn(u) V/(Xc + -n)2 + (Yc+Yn -u)2
+v(Xc + Xn -XB)2 +(YC +Y YB)2.

Next, we choose the following reference signal for the subse-
quent TR-SAR processing

SO(w,u) =[P(w)eJkR0(u)] e jkRo(u) (15)

This choice of reference signal implies that, in TR-SAR, we
match the received data with the signal P(w)ejkR (u). The
last term e-jkRo(u) is common for conventional SAR. The
compressed data take the form of

S' w,u)S((w,U ) = r(u) P(w) 2 Tf 2e JkR,(u)ejkRo(u)
(ejkR,(u) + * ejkRn(U)) (e-jkRn(u) + aze-jkRn(u))

=r(u) P(w) 2 IT 1240(w, U)

e-jkSC(RXn(u)-Ro (u1)) ( 16)

where

44(w, U) (ejk(Rn(U) -Rn(U)) + a *ejk(Rn(U) -Rn(u)))

(1+ ae-jk(Rn(u)-Rn(U))) (17)

We now examine (16) and (17). Suppose that the estimate
(xP Yn) is accurate, i.e., Rn(u) = Rn(u). This leads to

$(w, u)
2

1ja jk(R. (u) -R. (u))

N 2

4ON ((, U) =1 +E -jk(R,,i(u)-R,(u))
iil

(19)

To illustrate the potential gain in (19), assuming that ai = 1,
k(Rn,i(u) -Rn(u)) = i'A 0, we can then simplify (19) as a
sinc-like function proportional to the number of paths, N,

ON (W,U) = 1
e-jNAO 2 sinc [ 17
e-N22NC-jAo ~ sinc [AO

(20)

Thus, given the compressed data in (16), a final image is then
produced by taking the inverse Fourier Transform of (1 6) [1]:

f(X,Y) J J dwdkjk(w,k,)x+jky(wk)yJ(w, k )
k

IP(w)l27|T F2] [ui(u)qs(w,( u)ekj(Rn(u)- Ro(u))] (21)

where J(w, k) is the Jacobian of the transformation from
[kx(c,k), ky(c, k)] to (c, k). Due to space limitations,
we omit the details leading to (21).

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To test our analysis, we performed electromagnetic measure-
ments in a laboratory environment. The geometry is shown
in Fig. 1. The target is a single copper pipe with 1.5 cm in
diameter and 2.5 m in length. The scatterers are dielectric
pipes with 3 cm in diameter and 2.5 m in length. Besides the
dielectric pipes, we add a few copper pipes as scattering ob-
jects. Two dielectric pipes are wrapped with aluminum foils
to increase the reflectivity. All the pipes stand vertically. We
use two horn antennas operating in the frequency range 4- 6
GHz (wavelength ofthe center frequency A, = 6 cm), one for
transmitting and one for receiving. Antenna A moves along a
slider to synthesize a synthetic aperture of about 1 meter long.
We take 30 positions with an increment of 3.5 cm. Antenna B
is at a fixed location. Both antennas are elevated to about 1.2
meters above ground. Thus, we measure the cylindrical wave
propagating between the antennas and the scattering objects.
During the measuring process, the two horn antennas point to
the target area centered at (X., Ye) = (2.3, -0.65) meter of
size 1.2 meter by 1.2 meter. This is the spotlight mode in a
bistatic configuration. We extract the SAR signature of the
targeted area by range and cross range gating. We use the
range stacking algorithm described in [1] to implement SAR.

Figs. 2 depicts the conventional SAR image and the TR-
SAR image. In all the images, the shorter and thicker cross
indicates the exact target location, while the larger cross rep-
resents the peak of the image. Numbers indicate the locations
ofthe scatterers. The conventional SAR image, the uppermost
figure in Fig. 2, shows numerous ghost patterns, the peak of
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the image is far away from the target location. The bias is
about 22.2 cm (about 3.7AJ). By choosing the closest pattern
in range, we obtain the target estimate of (2.3, -0.6) meters.
The TR-SAR is shown in the middle figure. The ghost pat-
terns are clearly removed in the TR-SAR image. The bias is
reduced to 3.6 cm (or 0.6A,). If we carry out the peak pick-
ing technique in conventional SAR processing, i.e., we use
So(w, U) = P()e jkR(u)e-jkRo(u) instead of (9), we ob-
tain an image shown in the lower figure in Fig. 2. The image
quality is very poor.

To examine the resolution, we project the SAR image (up-
permost figure) and TR-SAR image (the middle figure) onto
range and cross range, as shown in the lowest figure in Fig. 2.
The cross range resolution (-3 dB) for TR-SAR reads as 17
cm compared with 23 cm for SAR. The range resolution that
is governed by the bandwidth ofthe system remains the same,
about 12 cm. The TR-SAR image clearly has a smaller side-
lobe level than the SAR image.

BiSAR, Bias= 22.2 cm
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4. CONCLUSION

A multipath rich scattering environment results in ghost pat-
terns in conventional SAR images. In this paper, we com-
bined time reversal with synthetic aperture radar to image a
single target in high clutter. The proposed TR-SAR forms
a cleaner target image with improved resolution than conven-
tional SAR. Focusing on the target spot with higher resolution
allows us to further examine the size or the shape ofthe target.
We carried out electromagnetic experiments in a laboratory
environment to verify our analysis. The results demonstrated
the success of TR-SAR. In future research, we will develop
phase correction techniques applicable to the TR-SAR algo-
rithm, and will carry out a robustness analysis in the case of
incomplete clutter cancellation or wrong estimation ofthe ini-
tial target location.
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Fig. 2. Uppermost figure - conventional SAR image with
ghost patterns. Middle figure - TR-SAR image. Lower fig-
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and thicker cross indicates the exact target location, the larger
cross represents the peak of the image.
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